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Abstract

Numerical methods can provide sufficient information for thermal dynamics of 

district heating (DH) network. However, high computation burden restricts its 

application, especially for large-scale DH networks. This dilemma can be overcome by 

establishing fast numerical calculation procedure and properly selecting the calculation 

steps without reduction of numerical accuracy. The first-order implicit upwind method 

is an iteration-free numerical approach for fast simulation of DH pipeline thermal 

dynamics, while the first-order precision restricts its numerical performance. To further 

improve the simulation performance, two iteration-free numerical methods with high-

order precision, the second-order implicit upwind method and third-order semi-implicit 

QUICK method are developed. Validations of the three numerical methods are 

conducted with the measured data of a real DH pipeline. Preferred calculation steps of 

the three methods are studied via comprehensive numerical experiments. Based on the 
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preferred step size, simulation comparisons of the numerical methods are performed. 

Results show that the outlet temperature fluctuations of DH pipeline can be feasibly 

predicted by these methods with satisfying accuracy. The second-order implicit upwind 

method perform best considering least computation burden (0.003s) within acceptable 

error. With the application of the second-order implicit upwind method, simulation 

analysis on DH pipeline under varying flow velocities are performed.

Keywords: district heating network, thermal dynamics, iteration-free numerical 

method, efficient numerical simulation, preferred step size

Nomenclature

T temperature (℃)  hot water density (kg/m3)

U
three-dimensional water velocity 

(m/s)
 thermal conductivity (W/ (m·℃))

pc specific heat capacity (J/(kg·℃)) TS heat source

u hot water velocity (m/s) A cross section area of the fluid (m2)

m mass flow rate of hot water (kg/s) 0T soil surface temperature (℃)

R total thermal resistance (m·℃/W) h
convective heat transfer coefficient (W/ 

(m2·℃))

dp external pipe diameter (mm) d internal pipe diameter (mm)

di pipe diameter with insulation (mm) pλ
heat conductivity of pipe wall 

(W/ (m·℃))

iλ
heat conductivity of insulation 

(W/ (m·℃))
sλ

heat conductivity of soil 

(W/ (m·℃))

z buried depth (mm) nu hot water velocity at time step n (m/s)

x spatial step (m) t time step (s)
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n
iT

temperature of control volume i at 

time step n
n

inT
inlet temperature of DH pipeline at 

time step n

1. Introduction

District heating (DH) networks are widely used to deliver heat from heat sources 

to consumers via heating medium within DH pipelines. Recently, the concepts and 

technologies on the 4th generation DH (4GDH) have been widely discussed, which 

represents one of the most important directions of DH techniques. In the 4GDH system, 

integration of renewables will largely increase the energy efficiency of DH system [1], 

which requires more flexible network control and effective transient simulation tool of 

DH networks. Efficient operation and control of DH system are significantly influenced 

by the thermal dynamic characteristics of DH networks [2], namely the time delay and 

temperature decay of heating medium transportation. The maximum time delay can be 

around several hours to more than ten hours for large-scale DH networks [3]. Therefore, 

studies on thermal dynamic characteristics of DH networks are imperative. Besides, 

fast and accurate thermal transient calculation method is essential for the efficient 

thermal dynamic simulation of large-scale DH network [4], as well as the increasing 

flexibility of DH system. 

Steady-state thermal models of DH network have been extensively studied [5, 6]. 

However, dynamic temperature variation of heating medium within the DH pipeline 

could not be sufficiently reflected with steady-state thermal models [7]. There are 

mainly two types of methods for simulating thermal dynamics of DH network: the 
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statistics-based data-driven modeling methods and modeling methods based on 

physical mechanism [8]. Statistical model utilizes numerous measured data to achieve 

model regression of DH system with satisfying accuracy. But such kind of models are 

deficient in clearly describing the intrinsic physical properties and operation 

mechanism of DH system, which is important for operation analysis and fault diagnosis. 

As for physical model, mathematical description is established based on the unsteady 

heat transfer of DH network, where the temperature variations within each DH pipeline 

can be efficiently described [9]. Besides, physical model has explicit meaning of 

parameters and conveys more intrinsic properties of the system. 

Earlier study on physical model of DH network was conducted by Kunz et al. [10] 

with lumped parameter model. In this model, the whole pipe is regarded as a single 

control volume with linearly distributed temperature. Nevertheless, temperature 

propagation along the pipeline could not be predicted by this model [11]. Node method 

is further developed to study the thermal dynamics of DH network [12-16]. Flow time 

of heating medium in the pipeline is considered as the time delay of DH pipeline. And 

the variation of the outlet temperature of pipeline is determined by the inlet temperature 

with time delay and temperature decay. Although node method is simple for simulating 

thermal dynamics of DH network, there are still some defects when predicting the 

temperature propagations within DH network [4], and the numerical distortion could 

generate due to the simplification of physical process [12]. Recently, some new 

simulation models have been developed, which include plug flow model [17], 
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trigonometric functions model [9], Modelica based thermo-hydraulic model [18] and 

thermal-electric analogy transient model [7]. 

On the other hand, directly solving the partial differential equation (PDE) is 

another way to efficiently simulate the thermal transients of DH pipeline. Orthogonal 

collection method was applied to the discretization of PDEs by Biegler et al. [19-21], 

of which a polynomial was approximate to the differential equation and the equation 

satisfaction was required at discrete collection points. As for the numerical method, 

detailed information of DH pipeline thermal transients can be provided with the PDE 

directly solved [12]. Characteristic line method was proposed and applied to the 

solution of thermal transient model by Stevanovic et al. [11]. Satisfying agreement 

between simulated results and measured data was obtained with this model. Zhou et al. 

[22] also applied characteristic line method to simulate thermal transients of DH system. 

Lim et al. [23] analyzed the thermal transients of DH system using Simulink based on 

numerical model. Denarie et al. [24] presented a method for long DH transmission 

pipeline simulation based on characteristic line method, of which the water thermal 

capacity could be split between the boundary layer and turbulent core. Besides, Chertov 

et al. [25] predicted the dynamics of heat front propagating along the pipelines based 

on the analytical solution. Temperature dynamics was governed by the coupled linear 

advection-diffusion-heat loss equations, and the equations were solved with general 

quadrature solution. Among the proposed numerical methods, finite volume methods 

(FVMs) are widely applied for thermal dynamic analysis. Wang et al. [26] adopted 
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FVM to discretize the spatial mass conservation equation based on QUICK scheme, 

and the discrete equation was solved with the utilization of Pressure Implicit Split 

Operator. Sartor et al. [27] proposed a dynamic model to obtain the temperature and 

flow rates within DH networks on the basis of one-dimensional FVM. Guelpa et al. [28] 

proposed a reduced model based on proper orthogonal decomposition coupled with 

radial basis functions to achieve high-accuracy and fast simulation of DH network. 

They also analyzed the temperature distribution of DH networks with an upwind 

scheme [29]. Validation results show that the model was applicable for the dynamic 

temperature prediction of DH system with good accuracy. Furthermore, a compact 

physical model was presented to simulate the thermal transients of DH network, which 

was reliable with mass and energy equation solved [30]. Wang et al. [4] proposed a new 

third-order numerical method to study the pipeline thermal transient characteristics 

considering the thermal inertia of pipe wall. Schwarz et al. [31] utilized FVM combined 

with electric analogy of heat transfer to anticipate the thermal dynamics of DH network. 

And numerical diffusion of the long DH pipeline was reduced with relatively low 

computation burden.

FVM is one of the most effective and widely-used numerical methods for solving 

conservational PDEs. But the applications of numerical methods are restricted by their 

high computation burden, especially for large-scale DH network. Fast and accurate 

numerical simulation of DH network thermal dynamics not only relies on effective 

numerical model and calculation procedure, but also depends on proper selection of 
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spatial and time steps. Larger time and spatial steps generally enlarge the numerical 

error, while decreasing the computation burden. Computation performance of the 

numerical simulation can be improved by using efficient numerical model and 

appropriately selecting spatial and time steps. However, there are few studies 

concerning with such topic. Duquette et al. [32] studied the influence of pipe segment 

length and time step size on computing accuracy and computational intensity of DH 

pipeline temperature transportation model. Performance of the proposed steady-state 

variable transport delay model was assessed by the solution of one-dimensional PDE 

model. But the temperature decay was simply calculated based on steady-state model. 

Wang et al. [12] performed quantities of numerical experiments to study the optimal 

spatial and time steps scales of the characteristic line method and their proposed 

iteration-free first-order implicit upwind method for fast simulation of the DH pipeline 

thermal transients. The first-order implicit upwind method is an effective approach for 

solving thermal dynamics of DH pipeline. Calculation speed of this method is very fast, 

since it can be solved without iteration of linear equations. And due to its implicit 

numerical scheme, the first-order implicit upwind method can ensure numerical 

stability without condition. Nevertheless, the first-order implicit upwind method only 

has first-order precision, which restricts its numerical performance. 

Physical modeling methods of DH pipeline thermal dynamics can be generally 

classified into three categories, the lumped model, the node method and the numerical 

method. The lumped model was studied by Kunz et al. [10], where the distributed 
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parameter characteristics cannot be precisely described by this model. For node method, 

the computation complexities of time and spatial are low, which is suitable for the 

online operation optimization. But the dynamic transportation of temperature waves 

along the pipeline fails to be captured with this method and the numerical distortion 

could generate [12]. As far as numerical method, accurate dynamic predictive 

information can be provided by this method, while the computation burden is relatively 

large. This defect can be improved by establishing efficient numerical calculation 

procedure and properly selecting the calculation steps without reduction of numerical 

accuracy. 

In this paper, two novel iteration-free and high-order numerical methods, the 

second-order implicit upwind method and the semi-implicit QUICK method, are 

developed for the calculation of thermal dynamics of DH pipeline. High-efficiency 

iteration-free calculation procedures are adopted for fast numerical calculation. 

Validations of the above two methods are performed with measured data of a real DH 

pipeline located at Shijiazhuang City (China). The preferred spatial and time steps of 

the two methods and the first-order implicit upwind method are studied via 

comprehensive numerical experiments. Comparisons of the three numerical methods 

with their preferred spatial and time steps are performed. With the application of the 

recommended second-order implicit upwind method, simulation analyses of DH 

pipeline under varying flow velocities are conducted.

2. Mathematical modeling
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Thermal dynamics of hot water within DH pipeline are governed by the law of 

energy conservation [12, 33]:

    T
p

T
UT T S

t c
 

 
           

(1)

where T denotes the three-dimensional temperature field in pipeline,  denotes the ρ

density of hot water, U denotes the three-dimensional flow velocity,  denotes the λ

thermal conductivity and cp denotes the specific heat capacity of hot water. Besides, the 

first term of the left-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the unsteady-state term, and the heat 

convection within the fluid is denoted as the second term of the left-hand side of Eq. 

(1). For the right-hand side of Eq. (1), the first term represents the conductive heat 

transfer within the fluid and ST denotes source term.

Eq. (1) describes the rule of three-dimensional temperature field variation within 

DH pipeline. For DH networks, the hot water can be regarded as incompressible fluid. 

Considering only the temperature field along the DH pipe length is focused [12], and 

taking the heat loss along the pipeline into account, which equals to the source term in 

Eq. (1), the following one-dimensional PDE pipe model yields [12, 15]: 

 
2

2

1
p p o

T T d TA c mc A T T
t x d x R

  
   

 
(2)

where A denotes the cross section area of the fluid, m denotes the mass flow rate,  0T

denotes the soil surface temperature, and R denotes the total thermal resistance per unit 

length from the fluid to the ambient environment, which is divided into four parts: 

convective heat transfer resistance between the hot water and pipe wall, heat conduction 
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resistance of the pipe wall, insulation layer and the soil [15]. R can be expressed as 

follow [15]:

     ln ln ln 21
2 2 2 2

p i p i

p i s

d d d d z d
R

h
   

   
(3)

where h denotes the convective heat transfer coefficient from hot water to the inner wall 

of the pipe,  denotes the external pipe diameter, d denotes the internal pipe diameter, pd

di denotes the pipe diameter with insulation, ,  and  denote the heat pλ iλ sλ

conductivities of the pipe wall, insulation and soil, respectively, z denotes the buried 

depth. 

In addition, heat conduction along the pipe length is much weaker than that of heat 

convection [9]. Therefore, the heat conduction term is neglected, and the heat 

transportation process can be simplified as the following formula [12, 15]:

 1
o

p

T Tu T T
t x Ac R

 
  

   (4)

where  denotes the hot water velocity. Dynamic temperature distribution  u m A

along the DH pipeline is described by Eq. (4), which can be solved with initial 

temperature distribution along the pipeline and inlet temperature of the pipeline.

3. Numerical methods

FVM is one of the most effective and widely-used numerical methods for solving 

conservational PDEs. The basic idea of FVM is to divide the solution domain into 

numerous control volumes and assume uniform distribution of the unsolved variables 

within each control volume. Then the PDE can be approximate to a series of algebraic 
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equations. Numerical solutions can be therefore obtained by solving these algebraic 

equations. The accuracy of numerical solution is mainly dependent on the scheme of 

the algebraic equation and the scales of control volume and calculated time interval. 

According to the FVM, DH pipeline can be divided into several control volumes 

as shown in Fig.1. And the temperature distribution of hot water along the pipeline is 

assumed uniform for each control volume. For Eq. (4), the time and spatial partial 

differentials, which correspond to the unsteady-state term and convection term, can be 

expressed as various finite difference schemes [12, 33]. 

i i+1 i+2i-1i-2

Flow velocity at time step n: un>0

𝛥𝑥
Boundary condition: Tin

n

Fig.1. Control volume division of hot water within DH pipeline

3.1. The first-order implicit upwind method

The first-order implicit upwind method can be applied to solve Eq. (4) [12]. 

Direction of flow rate is considered when determining the hot water velocity within DH 

pipeline. This method has first-order precision since the temperature on the control 

surface is influenced by that of the upstream control volume. Time and spatial partial 

differentials of hot water temperature are replaced by the schemes of implicit difference 
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and upwind difference, respectively [12, 33]. For , the convection term is 0nu 

expressed as:

1
n n

n n i iT TTu u
x x




 
(5)

Eq. (4) can be written as:

 
-1

1 1n n n n
n ni i i i

o i
p

T T T Tu T T
t x A cρ R

 
  

 
(6)

where  and  represent the number of time and spatial 1,2,3...,n N 1,2,3...,i M

steps , respectively,  denotes the temperature of control volume i at time step n, n
iT

 and  denote the sizes of spatial and time steps. Thermal transients of DH x t

pipeline can be solved with boundary and initial conditions: inlet temperature at nth 

time step (  ) and the temperature of each control volume at the previous time step n
inT

( , ). 1n
iT  1,2,3...,i M

Eq. (6) can be further rearranged as follow for fast iteration-free calculation [12]:

1
1 1 , 0n n n n n n

i i o i
p p

t t t tT T T u T u u
A c A RρR x cρ x




      
               

(7)

Temperature of control volume i at time step n can be directly obtained based on Eq. 

(7). When the flow direction changes ( ), which usually occurs in meshed DH 0nu 

network, the corresponding expression then yields:

1
+1 1 , 0n n n n n n

i i o i
p p

t t t tT T T u T u u
A c R x x cρ Aρ R


      

               
(8)

The first-order implicit upwind method is unconditionally stable [12], and the 

calculation procedure of this method is very simple and fast, since in each time step, 

for calculating the temperature of each control volume, only the temperature at the 
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previous time step and the temperature of upstream control volume are required, which 

are already known.

3.2. The second-order implicit upwind method

Similar to the first-order implicit upwind method, flow direction change is also 

considered for the second-order implicit upwind method. But the temperature on the 

control surface is determined by that of the two upstream control volumes in this 

method, therefore, simulation accuracy can be improved to a certain extend compared 

with the first-order implicit upwind method. For the control volume i, the convection 

term is expressed as follow, which has second-order precision [33]:

 1 23 4
2

n
n n n ni

i i i
uTu T T T

x x  


  

 
(9)

Substitute the unsteady-state term by implicit difference scheme, Eq. (4) is written as:

1
1 2

1 32 1 , 0
2 2

n n n n n n n
i i o i i

p p

t t t tT T T u T T u u
A c R x x Aρ c Rρ


 

                         
(10)

For the inverse flow direction, the corresponding expression can also be obtained:

1
+1 +2

1 32 1 , 0
2 2

n n n n n n n
i i o i i

p p

t t t tT
Rρ

T T u T T u u
A c R x Aρx c


                         

(11)

Two upstream control volumes are considered for the second-order implicit 

upwind method, which is beneficial to the improvement of simulation accuracy. And 

the calculation procedure is simple and fast, since the temperature at each control 

volume can also be directly calculated by solving the algebraic equation Eq. (10) or Eq. 
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(11) without numerical iteration. Besides, there is no specific condition required for the 

numerical stability of the second-order implicit upwind method.

3.3. The semi-implicit QUICK method

Another third-order difference scheme for the substitution of convection term in 

Eq. (4) is QUICK scheme [33]. This difference scheme is introduced for the better 

comparison of different calculation precision numerical methods, from which the fast 

and accurate thermal dynamic simulation of DH pipeline can be efficiently obtained.

More information is used to the temperature calculation of each control volume 

for QUICK method, since the control surface temperature is determined by the 

temperatures of two upstream control volumes and one downstream control volume. 

For , the convection term at control volume i can be expressed as [33]:0nu 

 1 1 23 3 7
n

n n n n ni
i i i i

uTu T T T T
x x   


   

 
(12)

Substitute the unsteady-state term by implicit difference scheme, Eq. (4) can be 

further written as:

1
2 1 1

3 1 7 31 + , 0
8 8 8

n n n n n n n n
i i o i i i

p p

t t t tu T T T u T T T u
x A c R A c R xρ ρ


  

                     
(13)

In order to accelerate the numerical calculation process, temperature of control volume 

(i+1) at nth time step is replaced by the temperature at (n-1)th time step, which yields a 

iteration-free semi-implicit QUICK method. Eq. (13) can be written as follow:

1 1
1 1 2

7 1 31 , 0
8 8

n n n n n n n n n
i i i o i i

p p

t t t t tT T u T T u T T u u
Rρx A c x x A c Rρ

 
  

                            
(14)

Similarly, for the inverse velocity ( ), corresponding expression can be derived: 0nu 
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1 1
-1 +1 +2

7 1 3+ 1 , 0
8 8

n n n n n n n n n
i i i o i i

p p

t t t t tT T u T T u T T u u
x A c R x x cρ A Rρ

 
                           

(15)

This method is a kind of explicit scheme with third-order precision. For numerical 

stability, the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition must be satisfied [11, 12, 34], 

which is expressed as:

nx t u   (16)

Eq. (16) shows that the scales of spatial and time steps for the semi-implicit QUICK 

method are restricted.

4. Results and discussion

Simulation codes of the three FVMs are realized in MATLAB environment. 

Model validation is performed with the measured data of a real DH pipeline in 

Shijiazhuang City (China). And numerical experiments are conducted for the selection 

of preferred spatial and time steps of each numerical method. Comparisons of the three 

numerical methods with their preferred spatial and time steps are performed for fast and 

accurate thermal transient prediction of DH pipeline. And thermal transient analyses on 

DH pipeline under varying flow velocities are performed with the application of the 

second-order implicit upwind method. 

4.1. Validation of the proposed methods

The measured data is from Ref. [12], and topological structure of the DH pipeline 

is shown in Fig. 2. Hot water is delivered from Luhua combined heat and power plant 

to heating substation with the total length up to 9.25 kilometers. Inner diameter of the 
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pipeline is 1400mm. Measurements were conducted on Dec 15th, 2015, where heat 

source temperature was obtained with three-minute interval measurement at heat source, 

and the hot water temperature and mass flow rates were obtained with five-minute 

interval measurement at heating substation. The maximum measurement errors of 

temperature sensor and electromagnetic flowmeter are 0.4℃ and 0.01m3/h. Linear 

interpolation is adopted to obtain more values between sampling time instances. 

Besides, the soil surface temperature  and ambient temperature are assumed to be 0T

equal [32], and the average ambient temperature is -10℃ during recording. For 

validating the three numerical methods, the value of R is determined by the regression 

method between the numercal model and measured data, which is realized in MATLAB 

Optimization Toolbox with a least square problem solved [12]. And the value of R is 

0.35m·℃/W in this case. Fig.3 shows the measured temperatures at inlet and outlet of 

DH pipeline. As is shown, the temperature decay at the peak of temperature wave is 

0.7℃. And the time delay can be up to 1.5 hours. Besides, the initial temperature 

distribution along the pipeline are assumed to be constant (88.5℃ in this case), which 

equals to the first term of inlet temperature vector. And the validation tests are 

conducted based on the successively updated temperature distribution. Fig.4 shows the 

hot water velocity, which varies between 1.62 m/s and 1.76 m/s.
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Luhua CHP plant

substation

Supply pipeline: 9.25km
DN: 1400mm

Fig.2. Structure of the measured pipeline [12]
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Outlet temperature prediction of DH pipeline with three numerical methods are 

shown in Fig.5 with the spatial and time steps selected as s and m. 30t  180x 

The calculations were conducted on a computer with four-core, 2 GHz CPU and 8 GB 

RAM. And computation times were recorded using the MATLAB commands “tic & 

toc”. Fig. 5 shows that the temperature fluctuations of outlet pipeline can be predicted 

by the three numerical methods with same spatial and time steps, but the calculation 

errors (difference between calculated value and measured value) of the three methods 

are different as shown in Fig. 6. And the maximum calculation error for the semi-

implicit QUICK method is around 2.0℃. Besides, computation cost is also different for 

the three numerical methods under same calculation steps. Considering the numerical 

performance is concerned with the scales of control volume and computing interval, the 

spatial and time steps are required to be appropriately selected for fast and accurate 

thermal dynamic simulation. 
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Fig.5. Outlet temperature prediction of the three methods ( s and m)30t  180x 
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4.2. Preferred spatial and time steps of the three numerical methods

Comprehensive simulations are performed to obtain numerous results under 

different sizes of spatial and time steps. For the semi-implicit QUICK method, 

calculation steps are selected in the cases that the CFL condition is satisfied. 

Computation burden and calculation accuracy are adopted to measure the simulation 

performance of the three numerical methods. And the maximum calculation error 

(denoted as simulation error) is restricted within ±1.0℃ considering that the prediction 

error of 1.0℃ in DH system is tolerable in most cases. The preferred spatial and time 

steps are obtained with the least computation burden, while ensuring simulation errors 

within ±1.0℃.

The computation times and simulation errors of the three numerical methods are 

shown in Fig. 7. It is shown that with the spatial step increasing, simulation errors of 

the three methods behave completely different. And the simulation errors of the first-

order implicit upwind method monotonously increase as sizes of spatial step increase, 

while for the second-order implicit upwind method, simulation errors tend to be 

consistent at the first stage and then increase as spatial step size increases. And the 
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transition point (the point connects the first stage and the second stage) is  nx t u  

under each time step. Besides, the first stages embody larger scales of spatial step when 

the sizes of time step get larger. Meanwhile, for the semi-implicit QUICK method, 

simulation errors decrease at first and then increase, which can be attributed to the 

explicit characteristic of the semi-implicit QUICK method and the calculation accuracy 

could be influenced by the CFL condition, and the least simulation error can be obtained 

when the pipeline is divided into nine control volumes. In addition, for the three 

numerical methods, computation burdens decrease as the size of spatial step increases 

since the pipeline is divided into less control volumes for the larger spatial step. And 

Fig. 7 also shows that the computation times are relatively small under different spatial 

and time steps, since the thermal transients of DH pipeline can be simply simulated 

without iteration. But the difference of computation burden exists, which can be highly 

enlarged for the thermal dynamic analysis and operation optimization of large-scale DH 

network with thousands of pipelines.

To ensure acceptable simulation error while reducing the computation burden, the 

spatial steps should be restricted at  for the first-order implicit 90m 180mx  

upwind method, since the computation burdens are larger for the smaller spatial steps 

and the simulation accuracy cannot be satisfied for larger spatial steps. Besides, the 

time steps are required to be within 120s, otherwise the fast inlet temperature variation 

of DH pipeline could not be captured under larger time step sizes. For obtaining the 

least computation burden, the spatial and time steps are selected as m and 90x 

s, respectively, and the computation time is around 0.012s.60t 

For the second-order implicit upwind method, larger calculation steps ( m 270x 

and s) can lead to unsatisfactory simulation accuracy, since the more detailed 180t 

changes of pipeline inlet temperature and the more specific information of pipeline are 
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neglected under these conditions. Moreover, computation times will be highly enlarged 

under small sizes of calculation steps ( s and m). Considering the 30t  90x 

acceptable simulation error, the spatial and time steps are recommended as 90m x  

270m and 30s 120s. And the least computation time is 0.003s in the case oft  

s and m, which is much smaller compared with the first-order implicit 120t  270x 

upwind method.

As far as the semi-implicit QUICK method, the unsatisfactory simulation accuracy 

is observed in the cases  or . And the computation burden 540mx  60st 

approaches constant when , which means that the calculation speed could 540mx 

not be accelerated by enlarging the spatial and time step sizes. Taking both the 

simulation accuracy and computation burden into account, the sizes of spatial and time 

steps are selected as m and s, and the computation time is 0.013s.540x  60t 
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Fig.7. Simulation errors and computation times for the three methods

4.3. Comparison of the three methods with their preferred steps

The recommended spatial and time steps of the above three numerical methods are 

summarized in Table 1. It shows that the recommended spatial and time steps are 

different for the three methods. And the higher precision of the method, the larger 

spatial step is recommended. As for recommended time steps, the time step of the 

second-order implicit upwind method is larger than that of the semi-implicit QUICK 

method, which can be attributed to the influence of CFL condition on the latter and the 

scales of calculation steps and the simulation accuracy are restricted. Computation 

times of the three methods with the recommended spatial and time steps are also 

concluded in Table 1, of which the second-order implicit upwind method performs best 

in computation burden reduction compared with other two methods. And the 

computation speed of the former is four times than the other two methods. Meanwhile, 

it should be noted that the calculation uncertainty of the software exists, and the results 
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of computation time for the three numerical methods indicate there is an order of 

magnitude difference of the computation cost between the second-order implicit 

upwind method and the other two methods, which is of great significance to the thermal 

transient prediction and operation optimization of large-scale DH networks. 

Table 1 Simulation results for the three methods

Difference 

schemes

Time step 

（s）

Spatial step

（m）

Computation time

（s）

First-order 

implicit upwind
60 90 0.012

Second-order 

implicit upwind
120 270 0.003

Semi-implicit 

QUICK
60 540 0.013

Fig. 8 shows the outlet temperature prediction of DH pipeline with the three 

methods utilizing their recommended spatial and time steps. As is shown that the 

thermal dynamics are well captured with the three methods. Calculation errors of the 

three methods are shown in Fig. 9. It indicates that with their appropriate spatial and 

time steps, calculation errors can be ensured within .0℃. The semi-implicit QUICK 1

method performs best at temperature wave peaks, but the calculation errors are 

relatively high when the simulation temperature is lower than that of the measured (in 

the cases that the calculation errors are negative). And numerical instability of the semi-

implicit QUICK method can occur under high or abrupt changed flow velocity, while 
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other two implicit upwind methods are unconditionally stable and the simulation 

difference between the two implicit upwind methods is relatively small (within 0.2 ℃) 

under the preferred steps. In addition, numerical methods can provide detailed 

information on temperature field along the DH pipeline. And the simulated temperature 

distribution along the pipeline at 9:00 and 9:30 Dec 15th, 2015 are shown in Fig. 10. 

As is shown that the temperature wave transports along the pipeline with time delay 

and temperature decay.
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Fig.9. Calculation errors of the three methods with their preferred spatial and time steps
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Fig.10. Temperature distribution along the pipeline at 9:00 and 9:30

Fluctuations of inlet temperature of DH pipeline can be well captured by the three 

methods with their preferred step sizes, but the computation burden and calculation 

errors are different for these methods. The second-order implicit upwind method 

performs best considering the least computation burden with satisfying simulation 

accuracy.

4.4. Simulation analysis with the second-order implicit upwind method

Thermal transients of DH pipeline are influenced by hot water mass flow rate 

within the pipeline, and this influence can be observed with the utilization of numerical 

method. The second-order implicit upwind method is applied to the thermal dynamic 

analysis of DH pipeline considering its good simulation performance. And the varying 

flow velocities are assumed, which are essentially the reflection of mass flow rate 

variations.
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Fig. 11 shows the two flow velocity variation cases, u1(t) and u2(t). For u2(t), the 

flow velocity changes from 1.6 m/s to 2.0 m/s at 9:02. The inlet temperature variations 

of DH pipeline and simulated outlet temperature variations under u1(t) and u2(t) are 

shown in Fig. 12. It is indicated that the shape of outlet temperature propagation wave 

will be distorted due to the variation of flow velocity. Besides, Fig. 12 also shows that 

higher flow velocity will lead to faster temperature wave propagation and less heat loss, 

since the higher flow velocity will lead to the stronger thermal convection within the 

fluid and the more propagation time reduction of temperature wave, of which the heat 

loss can be decreased. And the time delay of temperature wave can be up to 76 minutes 

under u2(t), which is 20 minutes less than that under u1(t). The temperature decay at 

peak can be up to 1.0℃ under u2(t) compared with the reduced peak value up to 1.1℃ 

under u1(t). Fig. 13 shows the simulated temperature distributions along the pipeline 

under u1(t) and u2(t) at 9:00 and 9:30. Under u1(t), the two temperature distributions 

along the DH pipeline at 9:00 and 9:30 indicate the transportation of temperature wave. 

Besides, the temperature distributions under u1(t) and u2(t) at 9:30 also indicate that 

flow velocity increase will stretch the temperature wave along the DH pipeline. 
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Fig.13. Temperature distribution along the pipeline under different flow velocities

5. Conclusions

In this paper, two novel iteration-free numerical methods, the second-order 

implicit upwind method and the semi-implicit QUICK method are developed for fast 

and accurate prediction of DH pipeline thermal dynamics. Validations of the two novel 

numerical methods are performed with measured data of a real DH pipeline. 

Comprehensive numerical experiments with different sizes of spatial and time steps are 

conducted to investigate the preferred spatial and time steps for fast and accurate 

simulation. And simulation analyses on thermal transients under varying flow velocities 

are performed with the application of the second-order implicit upwind method. The 

conclusions are as follows:

(1) The influence of spatial step size on simulation accuracy of the three numerical 

methods are different for the case in this paper. As the size of spatial step increases, 

simulation errors monotonously increase for the first-order implicit upwind 

method, while maintaining consistent at the first stage and then increase as the 

spatial step size increases for the second-order implicit upwind method, and the 

transition point is  in this case. Besides, the first stage embodies larger nx t u  

scales of spatial step with time step size increasing. For the semi-implicit QUICK 

method, simulation errors decrease at first and then increase, and the least 

simulation errors are obtained when the pipeline is divided into nine control 

volumes. 
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(2) Appropriate calculation steps can be obtained by comparing the computation times 

of the three methods within acceptable simulation error. For the case studied in 

this paper, simulation errors are restricted to ±1.0℃, and the spatial and time 

steps are recommended as m and s for the first-order implicit 90x  60t 

upwind method. As for the second-order implicit upwind method, the spatial and 

time steps are recommended as m and s. For the semi-implicit 270x  120t 

QUICK method, the spatial and time steps are selected as m and 540x 

s.60t 

(3) With the preferred spatial and time steps, comparisons of the three different 

precision iteration-free numerical methods are conducted. Temperature 

fluctuations of outlet pipeline can be efficiently predicted by the three numerical 

methods without iteration. And the second-order implicit upwind method performs 

best considering the least computation burden, which is approximately four times 

faster than the other two methods.

(4) The recommended second-order implicit upwind method is applied to the 

simulation analysis of DH pipeline under varying flow velocities. And higher flow 

velocity will lead to faster temperature wave propagation and less heat loss, as 

well as stretch the temperature wave along the DH pipeline.

Thermal dynamic prediction is essential to operation control of DH networks. The 

second-order implicit upwind method with the recommended spatial and time steps in 

this paper can efficiently predict thermal transient of DH pipeline. Based on this, 
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thermal dynamics of DH networks will be further simulated. And as the predictive 

control of DH networks has been widely discussed recently [15], the proposed second-

order implicit upwind method can be utilized to predict thermal dynamics of DH 

networks and optimize the supply temperature of heat sources coupled with the 

optimization algorithm. 
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